At the Touch of a Button
The Jobber 6 construction calendar features a numerical keyboard that goes up to 15. It automatically solves: right triangles; circles and segments of a circle; degrees, minutes, and seconds; hip/valley (pitch and degree); hip/valley beam length; cubic and square yards; board feet; rake (walls or grades, both up and down); circle arches (segmented rise dims); area of circles and triangles; and jack rafters. It also provides instant conversion of all types of measurement with the touch of a button. New features include six permanent, regular, or accumulative memories; retaining triangle data when turned off; review of the last 16 entries; and FIS (feet, inches, sixteenths) dimensions can be set to stay as $\frac{1}{16}$th fractions or convert to the lowest denominator fractions.

For more information, visit www.jobbercalculator.com or call 800.635.1339.

A Tight Grip
The Type CF High Friction Clamp’s toothed nose and reaction legs combine to grip the flanges of steel members to hold the CF square, allowing secure connection of H section and C section steel without the necessity for drilling or welding on-site. The result is a reduction in man-hours, safety issues, special tools, and cost. The CF offers guaranteed load capacity in tension of up to 5,900 lb, and 3,600 lbs in friction (3/4-in. bolt, Type CF/AF combination). It is cast from S.G. iron and hot-dip galvanized as standard.

For more information, visit www.lindapterna.com or call 888.724.2323.

A One-Two Piranha Punch
Piranha has released its Ironworker Tooling MegaBook in conjunction with a new web site: www.irongorkertooling.com. The book serves as an essential guide when purchasing tooling for more than 30 major ironworker brands. Charts, graphs, and a comprehensive section of engineering data help fabricators determine the best tool for a specific application. Dimensional drawings and photos are plentiful throughout and allow you to quickly and easily select tooling options. All information needed to order punches and dies for standard shapes, special shapes, marking, and forming tools is included. The new web site replicates the Tooling MegaBook and easily navigates the user through tooling charts and application information, along with an on-line ordering procedure. Both the web site and book feature information on Piranha special tooling and how it can expand metal fabricating capabilities.

For more information, visit www.piranhatooling.com or call 815.964.6771.